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COMPETITOR INFORMATION 

Purpose 
To encourage students to develop physical coordination, endurance, safety precautions, mental 

recollection and radio communication skills by participation in a simulated foot pursuit. 

Description 
Student will demonstrate communication skills and safety precautions required by police officers as 

they pursue a suspect on foot. Students will be able to demonstrate safety skills, proper handling of dangerous 
persons, proper suspect identification and arrest.The event will reflect actions demonstrated by police officers 
in real world scenarios. 
 
Dress Code 

Competitors shall wear a uniform consistent with current standards in law enforcement patrol, including 
a duty belt with training handgun, handcuffs, key, etc. 
  
 
Teams allowed per school: 3 
 
Number of Competitors per team: 1 
 
Event Rules 

- Competitors in this event must be active members of the Texas Public Service Association and in good 
standing with the Texas Public Service Association. 

- Competitors must be familiar with and adhere to the Texas Public Service Association Bylaws and 
Code of Conduct. 

- Plagiarism, copyright violation and falsification of information are prohibited. Any attempt to gain an 
unfair advantage will not be tolerated. Violation of the code of conduct or bylaws will result in 
disqualification and revocation of Texas Public Service Association membership. 

- The scenario is a secret topic. Professional ethics demand that competitors DO NOT discuss or reveal 
the secret topic until after the event has concluded. Violation of the ethics rules will result in 
disqualification and revocation of Texas Public Service Association membership. 

- Design of the course should cover the length of at least 50 yards, and obstacles an officer may have to 
overcome, as well as at least two (2) corners that would need to be cleared.  

- Although this event is a timed event, students should not disregard safety concerns while engaged in a 
foot pursuit.  

- Student will be seated in a chair (or vehicle if used). Judge will provide the information necessary to the 
student, providing nature of the call and exact description of the suspect. 

- Student will simulate radio transmissions that he/she is engaged in a foot pursuit. The student should 
include description of suspect, direction of travel and request additional units for assistance. 

- The Dispatcher, Judge, will acknowledge the officer and advise the channel is closed. 
- The time keeper with begin the clock once dispatcher clears the channel. In the event the competitor 

fails to wait for the channel to clear, time will start when the competitor leaves their seat (penalty points 
will apply). 

- Student will pursue the actor (suspect) providing clear verbal commands. 
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- Students must demonstrate safe techniques throughout the event. (Students will not engage in take 

down procedures with the suspect. Example: tackling) 
- Student will encounter a maximum of 3 actors, one of which is the suspect. 
- Student will then identify the correct suspect. Only the suspect should be placed in either a prone or 

kneeling position using verbal commands. (Not required to detain all suspects for this event) 
- Student will then safely approach the suspect, properly handcuff the suspect. 
- Time keeper will stop the clock once the student states “Suspect in Custody”. 
- Maximum time for this event is five (5) minutes. 

 
Event Procedures 

1. Competitor(s)/Team(s) will report to their respective event when called for or at a set reporting time. 
2. Competitor(s)/Team(s) must check in with event management upon arrival and present photo 

identification for verification. 
3. Competitor(s)/Team(s) will be directed (by moderator) to the event location. 
4. Instructions will be given (by Judge or moderator) to the Competitor(s)/Team(s). 
5. Time will begin once the dispatcher advises the channel is closed. 
6. The two judges must communicate start time and end of time of each student. 
7. Competitors will return to their staging area once the event has concluded. 

 
Competitors must provide 

- Photo Identification. 
- All competitors will be required to supply their own equipment needs, i.e. utility belts, training guns, 

handcuffs with key and any other similar equipment required by uniformed personnel. 
 

Required Personnel 
- Event Manager: Manages the competitors, makes sure the event is running on time, i.e. runs the event 

outside the “room”. 
- Event Moderator: Provides quality assurance for the event by ensuring that the guidelines are 

followed, all event documents are complete, and is the timekeeper if applicable. The room moderator 
operates inside the event location during the competition. 

- 2-3x Judges: Judges should be sworn police officers. It is strongly recommended that a minimum of 
two judges be used during this event. One judge can be positioned at the start of the event and another 
at the end of the event. This will prevent the judges from having to run back and forth multiple times. 
The judges will communicate their results and document each contestants points on the same 
scorecard. One scorecard per competitor. 

- 2-3x Actor(s): Will simulate needed scenarios accurately portraying real life events. 
 
Facilities 

This event must be held in an area large enough to allow for the event requirements. The area needs to 
contain at least two (2) corners for the competitor to clear. This event may be conducted indoor or 
outdoor. 
 

Equipment and Materials 
Timer 
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Rubric/Score sheets 
Writing utensil 
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Scoring 
 

CRITERIA 

Add to final 
time 

(seconds) 
HIGHEST 
POINTS 

Judge 1 

Competitor responds with proper radio procedures 0 5 

Competitor advises that he/she is in pursuit of the suspect 0 5 

Competitor relays the proper suspect information and direction of travel 0 5 

Competitor requests additional units for assistance 0 5 

Competitor waits for dispatcher to close the channel 0 5 

Competitor uses clear verbal commands for the suspect to stop  0 5 

Competitor safely clears corner #1 0 5 

Judge 2 

Competitor safely clears corner #2 0 5 

Competitor orders only the  suspect to a prone or kneeling position 0 5 

Competitor’s commands to the suspect are clear 0 5 

Competitor approached the suspect in a safe manner to handcuff 0 5 

Competitor double locked handcuffs 0 1 

Disqualification 

Competitor arrested wrong suspect DQ NA 

Competitor lost personal weapon DQ NA 

Competitor lost handcuffs or does not have handcuffs DQ NA 

 


